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The Target Systems session of the Workshop on NIF Experiments for IFE [1] developed a list of critical issues for IFE target systems, categorized into target fabrication issues and target transport issues:

**Target Fabrication Issues**
- Low-cost mass-production techniques for capsules and their effect on gain
- Low cost mass production techniques for hohlraums
- The effect of cryogenic layer quality on gain
- Automated cryogenic assembly techniques
- Fast fill techniques for low tritium inventory
- High-throughput quality inspection

**Target Transport Issues**
- Injection techniques for high rep-rate cryogenic operation
- Time and space accuracy and sensing
- Integration
- Target survival under acceleration
- Thermal protection and temperature control
- Chamber environment effects on trajectory
- Demonstration of high rep rate operation

The NIF can play an important role in resolution of these issues and development of target systems for IFE.

Most target fabrication issues must be resolved by development work in the laboratory, not in the NIF, and many must be resolved before the NIF can be successful. However, investigation of the effect on target yield of various design changes from ignition experiment targets to targets that can be economically mass-produced must be done in actual implosion experiments, and the NIF can make valuable contributions to this development. While these NIF experiments can be done with minimal impact on the design of the NIF, several hundred high yield shots could be needed.

Target transport issues related to target handling, insertion and tracking must also be addressed by development work in the laboratory. However, integration of these components into a complete system, and demonstration of this system could be done most convincingly on the NIF. The effect of inertial fusion reaction chamber conditions on the survival and performance of targets must be determined under actual reaction chamber conditions, and experiments in the NIF could help in this effort. The target transport issues experiments will require insertion system hardware and an inner chamber to simulate IFE post-shot conditions be added to the NIF, but will have little impact on the basic NIF design. The total number of shots needed should be less than 100.

Experiments done in the NIF could play a valuable role in developing target systems for IFE. These experiments should have minor impact on the basic design of the NIF, but could require several hundred dedicated, high yield shots.
